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TIME BANKS – HOW DOES IT WORK?

Time banking is trade and social system where 
services and sometimes goods are traded on 
the base of time „currency“. One hour of work
of a person equals to one hour of work of
other person. The hours earned can be used to 
„pay“ for any service of any person in the
system. 

Main advantage is not really the exchange
itself, it is more in the creaton of social capital
and solution of various problems of the society



TIME BANK DEFINITION

Time Bank is a socio-economic soft system which gathers 
people, both individuals and people as part of 
organizations, to become members of the system, in order to 
facilitate use of skills, knowledge, assets, resources and time 
which they are actually not using, or cannot use (especially in 
a labor market). These skills, knowledge, assets, resources, 
and time are the main input into the Time Bank as a system 
where they are transformed into offers and requests which 
can be utilized by members who require them. This 
transformation is a source of various outputs, the main one 
being utility and societal problem-solving in the sense of 
forming communities which actively seek problems to solve.



TIME BANK - PRINCIPLES
We are all assets – every human being has something to contribute

Redefining work – rewarding the real work in our society by 
creating a currency which pays people for helping each other and 
creating better places to live

Reciprocity – giving and receiving are basic human needs which 
help to build relationships and trust with others

Social Networks – building people’s social capital is very 
important, belonging to a social network gives our lives more 
meaning

Respect- encouraging people to respect others in their community



TIME BANK – PRINCIPLE OF CO-PRODUCTION

Co-production means that people take responsibility for solving 
societal problems around them and „co-produce“ solutions. This 
phenomenon is known from other areas as well. As „Communities of 
practice“ from knowledge management, open source software 
development etc. 

Co-production is main driving force of Time Banking and a Time 
Bank is facilitating it. People can offer or request services that they 
are not available to „buy/sell“, but they are needed and their lack 
creates a problematic situation.

As problematic situations are being tackled new ways of solving 
them appear in form of „spin-off“ projects.



TYPES OF TIME BANKS – BASIC MODELS

➢Person to Person

➢Person to Person: Self-managed

➢Person to Person: Virtual

➢Person to Organization

➢Person to Organization: Homogenous

➢Person to Organization: Pension scheme

➢Organization to Organization

➢Organization to Organization plus People 

➢Concept of TB networks



TIME BANK - SUMMARY
➢Time Bank is Complementary Economy not Alternative (Or it is usable only as complement)

➢It is one of cheapest social support systems

➢Time Bank is highly inclusive

➢It gives people tool to help themselves rather than money

➢It is „Incubator“ of social innovations (TB allows social capital to grow and people with similar
interests meet)

➢It requires only a small tangible imputs (a coordinator, meeting place, some basic funds)

➢Main input are skills, knowledge, assets, resources and time of people and organizations
which they cannot use or „sell“, but also those which they can.

➢Participation is voluntary and people offer what they like to do rather what they do for living



SOCIAL ECONOMY CONTEXT

➢Time Bank does have economic core, it is Exchange, but on equal 
basis

➢The Exchange is a medium to facilitate outputs beneficial for 
society

➢Economic basis also gives transparency to exchanges

➢Transparency allows trust to be built between people

➢Trust helps to create comfortable environment for exchanges

➢Comfortable environment helps right people to meet and put in 
motion new ideas and solve problems



USES OF TIME BANK
➢Elderly care

➢Prisons

➢Youth offenders

➢Youth

➢Neighborhood development

➢Local economy support (especially when organizations are involved)

➢Healthcare

➢Saving/Pension Scheme

➢Club/Shed concept

➢And more



TIME BANK AS SUPPORTIVE SYSTEM FOR LOCAL 
ECONOMY

It can be utilized to use resources of not only people, but organizations. 

Example: Company A has free meeting room which it is not using at the 
moment, Company B needs a training room so it rents it for time credits from 
company A. In order to gain own „Time Credits“ (TC) it offers law services to 
local NGO which helps citizens in need. The NGO provides transport services 
for elderly for Time Credits so driver is paid by TC, but fuel they pay 
separately in money. Seniors gain the TC for various services, for example 
for cleaning of premises of Company A, others might work as advisors in the 
NGO. Local town council organizes an event for youth and for few Hours of 
cleaning of common area of town they get same amount of TC to play 
bowling. Bowling alley provides its services for TC in times where no people 
usually visit as a „Happy Hours“ scheme and uses gained TC to pay part-time 
accountant from Company B.



HOW IT WORKS - SCHEME
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EXAMPLES

Rushey Green Time Bank: https://www.rgtb.org.uk/

Spice: http://www.justaddspice.org/

Nizhny Novgorod Time Bank: http://nnov.timebank.ru/

Time Bank Mahoning Watershed: http://tbmw.org/

https://www.rgtb.org.uk/
http://www.justaddspice.org/
http://nnov.timebank.ru/
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